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It has been intimat"d.,?y the CGDA, _New Delhi, that examinatic:he grade of CLERK will be hufJin fiil"wor"-rro|. ,nro _^ ^^- ]l 
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2. The erigibirity criteria for appearing in the above examination is as under :_

Rs. 1800/- and who possess 12rh class pass or equivalentregutar seruice in the grade.ron --- b1",". ##i..the individual(s) reglrding retaxation in educationalntertained.
:r (ii) The maximum age rimit is 45 years (50 years of age for the sc/sT).3. Syllabus for the examination are as under :_
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:2:
3'1' candidates have option to answer the question paper either in English or in Hindi (inDevanagri script). However, the question paper witt oe oitinguat.
Note:
(i) Option to answer the
indicated in Column 11 of the
the paper in English.

(ii) The option once exercised wiil be finar and no requestentertained.
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Hindi (in Devanagri Script) must be
be presurned that they would answer
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paper either in English or in
proforma; otherwise, it would

tten in a language other than the one opted and
Further, if answers are written partly in one

er script wiil not be evaruated and such candidate

In aggregate i.e., the qualifying marks of SC/ST
for General Category candidatls. This may be

4't' while sponsoring the name of the reseryed community candidates a certificate as perprescribed proforma (as enclosed) is required to be furnished.

6.
certifi enclosures,
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7. NIL Reports are also required.
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